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Swedish GDP Growth Reverts Back to the Mean in Q3 

Data released this morning on the Swedish economy showed real GDP 

decelerating to 0.8 percent quarter-over-quarter (3.1 percent annualized) 

from the 1.2 percent sequential growth seen in Q2. With the gain, real GDP 

growth in Sweden continued its slow but steady climb higher on a year-over-

year basis (top chart).  

Private consumption growth was a bit soft, rising at a 1.6 percent annualized 

rate after two consecutive quarters of growth in excess of 3 percent. The 

weakness in this component of domestic demand was more than offset, 

however, by a 16.5 percent annualized surge in fixed investment, the largest 

quarterly gain since Q2-2011. Encouragingly, the strength in investment 

spending was broad-based, with strong growth in residential & 

nonresidential buildings, machinery & equipment and intellectual property 

products. As a result, real final domestic demand jumped in the quarter and 

reached 4.0 percent year over year, up from a low of 1.8 percent as recently 

as Q4-2016. Net exports were a drag on headline growth, however, as import 

growth easily outpaced export growth, and a slowing in the pace of inventory 

accumulation also weighed on the topline figure.  

Will the Riksbank Keep Buying Past the December Holidays?  

At its October 26 meeting, the Swedish Riksbank maintained its policy rate 

at -0.50 percent and delayed making a decision on its government bond 

purchase program, which is set to conclude at the end of the year.  

Inflation has clearly moved towards the Riksbank’s 2 percent inflation target, 

though the central bank’s last policy statement expressed some concern that 

the recent upturn was partially explained by temporary factors (middle 

chart). This concern was tempered by “rapidly” increasing prices for services, 

which, in the eyes of the central bank, “reflect the ways in which the strong 

economic activity is having a greater impact on the rate of price increases.” 

Improvement on the labor market front has also continued, though the 

unemployment rate is still elevated relative to its expansion lows of the past 

two business cycles (bottom chart).  

Heading into its December 20 meeting, the Riksbank faces somewhat of a 

challenging dilemma. The central bank has signaled that it will keep its policy 

rate unchanged through the middle of 2018, assuming conditions develop as 

expected, but has kept its cards close to its chest on the bond-buying front. 

The European Central Bank chose to taper but continue its asset purchase 

program through next September, and Swedish monetary policymakers have 

expressed concern that the krona not strengthen too quickly. An abrupt end 

to the Riksbank asset purchase program could have the potential to reverse 

the multi-year slide in the krona against the euro, so the Riksbank may 

choose to follow suit and extend its own program into next year. 
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Swedish GDP Growth Moderates a Bit in Q3 
GDP growth in Sweden in Q3 slowed from the second quarter’s robust pace, but growth in real final domestic 
demand remained solid. The Swedish Riksbank faces a tough decision at its December meeting.  
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